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SANDY WILKINSON - BACKGROUND
1. I am probably most known as an Adelaide City Area Councillor and heritage
supporter. I was first elected in 2007 and again in 2010 & 2014, on heritage and better
planning platforms, so clearly my views are shared by those that supported me.
2. I am qualified in both Town Planning and Architecture with honours in Conservation.
3. Professionally I have worked as a heritage advisor for the City of Adelaide and been
engaged as a Consultant by other Councils including the Linley and Burnside Councils
on Development Plan reform pertaining to heritage and character whilst enabling
growth .
4. I established ALEXANDER WILKINSON DESIGN Pty Ltd in 1999.
5. 60% of my work, some of which is pictured below, through my firm, is residential
property development, (townhouses and apartments) in established, primarily historic,
inner areas. 25% of my work is private residential and 15% is heritage restoration.

Sheppards Lane, Norwood

209 Melbourne Street, North Adelaide

125 Paynehom Road, St Peters

My own development in Brown Street, Norwood
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HISTORY OF PLANNING REFORMS IN SA
The Planning Reforms appear to me to have been instigated at the behest of Property
lobby groups such as the UDIA etc.
These Lobby Groups typically represent their volume home building company
members and accordingly they provide a skewed lobbying in favour of new builds
compared to renovations.
These lobby groups no doubt emphasise to Government the magnitude of the
employment generated in the construction sector.
Hence demolition controls have always been conveyed by them as something that
limits job opportunity and urban consolidation which would be why Planning SA (DPTI}
has always resisted Council's endeavours to increase demolition protections thought
HCZ's and Contributory Items.
What these lobby groups don't tell government politicians and Planning SA (DPT!)
Planners is that renovation generates considerably more employment per dollar than
new construction and that the renovation sector is a huge generator of employment.
In Unley, as a Consultant we identified that 70% of the 12,000 properties were original
historic building stock, yet Planning SA only agreed to 25% becoming HCZ.
In Norwood I surveyed the section between Kensington Road and The Parade and
found that 67% is historic shown green or brown on the map over page yet only l 0% is
HCZ with just a handful of Local Heritage items.
Existing houses can be converted into two dwellings and hammerhead type
development can enable urban consolidation without loss of historic building stock.
The extent of Historic Overlays should coincide with the extent of historic housing stock.
That only 3 % of housing stock in SA is in any way protected from demolition in a State
known nationally for its heritage feel is indicative of how out of whack or heritage
protections are.
The term Contributory Item has been in continued use in South Australia and other
states for many years. Its meaning is clear and well understood.
The term Representative Items carries an inference that only a sample of a particular
type need be retained in order to provide a 'representation' of a particular house
type in a given area.
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CONSISTENCY OF HERITAGE ASSESSMENT/DESIGNATION
1. There is currently inconsistency in heritage/demolition protection for what is
intended to achieve the same objective, ie protection of historic houses/buildings
from demolition.
2. However this is not an indicator that the current situation provides too much
protection, but rather that the existing situation provides intermittent protection to
what most would assume was all listed/protected, as illustrated in this perverse
outcome below.
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NOT LISTED

LISTED

LISTED

NOT LISTED

NOT LISTED

3. This is due to a couple of factors, firstly some Councils, have not implemented
heritage protection for political reasons, even after having had heritage surveys
undertaken, secondly (as was the case above) because some very purist
reviewing consultants have decided to 'not recommend' the listing of buildings,
which the public would assume or hope would be listed and so protected, like the
ones above.
4. Many Country Council's don't have the financial resources to even undertake a
heritage survey.
5. Even developers expect historic stone houses to be listed and not able to be
demolished.
6. The inconsistency results in, once originally identical houses/buildings like the ones
above, having different rules applying to them.
7. Currently, as the Local Heritage Criteria are assessed by some very purist heritage
consultants, buildings that are often quite superficially adulterated, through
unsympathetic alterations in the 1960's for example, are not listed. This results in
perverse outcomes, where there may be a street of identical Victorian era houses,
yet one or two of them are then not listed because of such alterations. It needs to
be recognized that such alterations, even if quite severe, such as widening of
original front windows, or even additions in front of the original fac;ade can be
quite readily reversed and usually for significantly less cost than a new building.
Typically heritage consultants who take a purist line are engaged by objecting
property owners to make such a case.
The example on this page shows how one such building was successfully restored,
despite starting out in a condition, which some purists consultants would have not
listed.
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Compare this same house at 345 Halifax Street, Adelaide BEFORE (above) and AFTER (below)
which demonstrates how successfully and readily unsympathetically modified properties
can be restored and therefore why they should be listed .

8. Heritage listing should not just protect the perfect original condition houses, and
leave the run down or unsympathetically altered ones unprotected, as it is the run
down and adulterated historic houses which are the ones which need the heritage
protection the most, from people who cannot or do not appreciate how readily
they can be restored.
9. Incidentally it is these run down historic or unsympathetically altered houses that
have the most potential to generate employment in their renovation.
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College Park has consistently had the highest average real estate value and it is because its stock of historic
character villas are all currently protected as Contributory Items, such that even run down houses like this one can
only be restored, and not demolished.

10. Structural integrity is rarely irreparable for stone, load-bearing buildings in Adelaide.
Currently many Council Development Plans, perhaps at the insistence of Planning
SA (now DPTI), having clauses allowing for the demolition of listed or contributory
places on the basis of them being beyond reasonable structural repair. Such
provisions as this are open to abuse. Typically an engineer is engaged by the
person seeking to demolish on this basis, puts forward arguments that could be
applied to any pre WWII building, which does not have modern concrete footings.
11. Structural repair by way of underpinning and the like, whilst costly, are still very
inexpensive compared to the cost of building a whole new house from scratch.
12. It is imperative that listing of buildings in an area is done consistently including all
buildings of a given era, regardless of superficial alterations or condition. It is only
when such altered or neglected buildings are not listed that inconsistency comes
about, which results in inequitable controls for different property owners and, if
these buildings are demolished, an ultimately fragmented streetscape in place of
an intact historic streetscape. It is these buildings that need the heritage protection
most as opposed to pristine examples.

HISTORIC OVERLAYS
The currently proposed historic overlay provisions in the Code appear to describe
what exists but significantly do not appear to actually require any particular response
for new development.
The built form properties of Adelaide's Historic suburbs are quite consistent.
Accordingly, I have provided a simple list of Development Parameters that could
effectively be applied to the Historic Overlays.
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SINGLE STOREY
Adelaide's historic suburbs are invariably single storey. New Development in Historic
areas should present as single storey to the street. Second storey components should
be sufficiently set back so as not to be conspicuous from the street. Second storey
sections should be set back at least 1Om from the front wall of the building.
CEILING HEIGHT
New development should match the prevailing historic ceiling/eaves height which is
typically 12' (3.6m) with a 4m eaves height in Victorian era suburbs and 11' (3.3m) in
Bungalow era suburbs.
EAVES
New development should have consistent eaves with the prevailing historic eaves,
typically less than 300mm.
ROOF FORMS
New development should have similar roof pitch to the prevailing historic roof pitches,
typically 36 degrees for Victorian era suburbs and 30 degrees for Edwardian and
bungalow suburbs.
GARAGING

Historic Character housing stock typically has single width driveways to one side and a
metre set back on the opposite site.
Double garaging to the street frontage is incontinent and incompatible with historic
character. Therefore, double garaging should be sited to the rear of properties except
on corner allotments where it is customarily sited in the back corner of the allotment
on the secondary street frontage.
DEMOLITION
Buildings that date to the time of the original subdivision should genrally not be
demolished.
Buildings that have been unsympathetically altered are encouraged to be restored to
their original period appearance, unsympathetic alterations are considered to be
readily reversible and not basis for demolition.
Buildings that are structurally so unsound as to be uneconomic to repair may be
dismantled and rebuilt reusing the dismantled materials in the same siting to match
the original design.
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This villa was dismantled and rebuilt.
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2. How heritage should be managed in the future; including, but not limited to investigating:
a. How should the process for listings (from initiation to final placement on the appropriate
register) be managed, and by whom;
The State and National listing processes are, from what I can tell, OK.
It is the process for listing of Local Heritage and Historic Character items that is problematic.
Different Councils have different approaches to Local Heritage Listing. In Milang in the
Alexandrina Council area , for example there are no Local Heritage listings at all.
But even in areas where there are listing, the listings are piecemeal. For example the map
below of a section of Norwood depicts the buildings that were identified as proposed Local
and Contributory Items and a proposed Historic Conservation Zone in 1995. The Norwood
Council at the time never proceeded with this, electing to list just the 7 Local Heritage places in
Elizabeth Street for example, and omitting to list or afford any protection to any of the 35
Contributory items, which together made up 42 of the historic houses that made this street
comprising 64 houses.
Since then in recent times 8 of these shown in red have been demolished, usually one for one,
so for a negligible gain in population , but huge loss in streetscape amenity and probably
generating less employment than had these houses been renovated instead .

1
I
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Unlisted 1890' s villa be fore demolition

Site cleared following demolition of villa

New development in place of villa
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This charming pair of bluestone cottages, as seen on the sign board, were in need of
renovation and additions, which could have provided considerable employment for small
businesses for 12 months but see their ultimate fate over page.
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The two bluestone maisonette cottages have been replaced by two cream brick new
dwellings that have gone up in 6 months. Had these bluestone cottages been listed the
developer would have retained the front and built two storey additions behind. I know
because a developer I know was going to do just that with this particular property.
I consider that the process for listing is best managed by Local Councils, who are closest to the
community that elect them, however I think there is place for the State Government to have
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some oversight to ensure that a consistent approach to listing is achieved across Council
areas.
The Planning Minister has oversight presently however this power has been used in recent years
to effectively prevent Local Councils from listing.
For example in the Adelaide City Council in the southern residential zones, 17 6 properties were
recommended by Heritage Consultants for Local Heritage listing, but the Minister only agreed
for 73 (37%) of them to even proceed to Public Consultation. In the Adelaide CBD 252 (of over
300 that should have been proposed) properties were recommended by Heritage Consultants
for Local Heritage listing yet only 37 ( 14%) proceeded to consultation and became listed.
This Ministerial decision I think was predicated on the basis of enabling economic
development, however in my view a similar amount of economic development activity would
still have taken place in response to economic demand, but it just would have taken place in
and behind these buildings or on different sites within the city.
Some overarching guidance should be given to the Planning Minister that the State objective
should be to achieve consistency of Local Heritage listing across the state such that Councils
that have not adequately identified and protected their local heritage places are
encouraged and even financially assisted to do so by the State.
It should be recognised by the State that consistent and comprehensive heritage protection is
in the State's best interest, even though some lobby groups may attempt to give a different
message, one that suits their vested interests.
It is important that the Minister's advisory body are in touch with public expectations of what is
considered worthy of Local Heritage protection. An unfortunate trend has been for this body to
hold an unreasonably high bar, often finding, to the dismay of the perplexed community
seeking their protection, that buildings are not considered to meet the Criteria and are
subsequently not listed, as has just occurred in North Adelaide.
b. Who should have the right to be heard in relation to listings;
Naturally the property owners have a right to be heard, however adjacent property owners
whose own property value and amenity is likely to be impacted if the subject property is not
listed and subsequently demolished, should also have a right to be heard.
Donovan Rypkema, of Place Economics from Washington USA has undertaken recent studies
that find that property values increase with heritage/demolition protection when it is
implemented comprehensively.
There is a reason why St. Peters/College Park has the highest average real estate value and
that is because it's historic character is comprehensively protected such that people can buy
into the area knowing that the historic character homes around the property they are bidding
on will be staying. That property values drop off, north of the Historic Conservation Zone, is
evidence of the converse.
Colonel Light Gardens is another example of the positive impact that comprehensive
demolition protection has on residential property values, compared to Daw Park or other
adjacent suburbs.
Hence residential property values are increased, not because of the listing of one's own house
per say, but because the neighbour across the street cannot damage or demolish their historic
home.
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People are generally more comfortable with heritage listing if all of the original houses in an
area or commercial buildings in a street have the same designation and any new
development is required to be consistent in scale to the historic streetscape, such that the
property controls are equitable and no-one is necessarily disadvantaged.
Piecemeal listings can work the other way, where if a small number are listed, but the majority
are not, as the case with Elizabeth Street, Norwood, then their property values are diminished
as the historic streetscape quality is eroded per the example on page 8.
If planning zoning permits development seriously at odds with the prevailing historic density
and scale, those few property owners may also miss out on the redevelopment opportunity
that might otherwise exist for the unlisted properties.

c. Who should be the decision maker for listings and review; and
I think it is OK for the Minister to be the final decision maker for listings and review, after Councils
have had their own deliberations, provided the minister is doing so with a view to achieving
consistent and comprehensive listings that are fair and equitable across the state, as opposed
to the recent trend of the Minister taking heritage as a handbrake on development and using
that position to thwart community endeavours to protect the historic buildings of their area
that they value.
d. What processes should be in place for the review of listings.
Naturally there needs to be a process for a review of new listings.
There would be very few existing listings that are unsound. Previous property owners may have
assented to their properties being listed because they wanted to have the peace of mind that
after they sold their family home it would not be demolished. As such there should not be an
active process for review of existing listings.
For new listings, having the opportunity for the broader community of an area to express their
views would be beneficial as a gauge of community expectations.
Having photos of each of the proposed listed properties with the question 'do you think this
building should be protected from demolition or not?' would be a good way of conducting
this sort of consultation.
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3. What is the relationship and distinction between 'character' and 'heritage';
Firstly, when people and real estate agents talk about 'character' properties they mean
'historic character'. New subdivisions could theoretically also be said to have a 'character'
that could be defined by a series of common parameters, however that is not what people
generally think of when the term 'character' is used. As such the term 'character' should be
amended to 'historic character 'to accord with peoples general understanding of the term.
In my experience the community makes no distinction between character and heritage. As
such the two terms in the public mind are synonymous and the expectation is that they are
historic buildings that are revered and that can't or at least shouldn't be demolished.
It is my view it is only a small number of heritage practitioners and planners that make the
distinction between 'character' and 'heritage'. I think there is a concern amongst such
practitioners that formal recognition and protection of character might 'dilute the currency of
heritage'. The reality is that most people don't care or get hung up about that, and just feel
that the nice old buildings that they love in their area, city or town are worth protecting from
demolition.
I think that this distinction has unfortunately been used by some of these heritage practitioners
and planners to say that if something is worthy of local heritage protection it is worthy of
protection from demolition, but that if it is only 'character' that demolition protection is not
needed and that the 'character' can be retained by a new building in its place of similar
parameters.
In my professional experience, nothing is further from the truth. One simply cannot replace the
original historic building stock/houses with new buildings and maintain the historic character.
The historic detailing and patina of century old houses that constitute the historic character of
an area, cannot be retained if those buildings are demolished and replaced. No new
contemporary interpretation will have the same historic character and a new building that
endeavours to imitate the historic character (which most Development Plans discourage) is
fundamentally a facsimile and not the genuine article.
This approach to character being replaceable has resulted in Development Plan Provisions
that have 'out clauses' such as 'contributory buildings should not be demolished unless they
are replaced with a building or equal or greater contribution'. It is not possible for a new
building, short of being a faithful reproduction, which is discouraged, to make an equal or
greater contribution than the genuine article, even if the genuine article has been
cosmetically altered, because such alterations are invariably reversible.
Given that the community and developers make little distinction between heritage and
character, there should be a fourth tier of heritage, called historic character which affords
demolition protection to buildings of that designation.
The parameters for Historic Character or Contributory items should be that they:
1 Exist only within Historic Conservation Areas, which in themselves should generally align with
historic subdivisions.
2 Be one of the original historic buildings dating the era of that subdivision or locality defined
by a date of construction, eg pre 1915.
3 Be included regardless of superficial /cosmetic alterations to the exterior.
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These recent developments on Miller Street, Unley attempt to,
but inevitably fail to, maintain the historic character of the street,
which is comprised of Victorian period houses per the top photo.
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4. Have there been unexpected or perverse outcomes ; and

I think there have been a number of perverse outcomes as a consequence to the current
heritage regime.
These mainly are the result of political interference, such as decisions to 'not list' any property
where the owner had objected, as occurred with the Henry Ninio City Council in 1992, which
has resulted in identical buildings ha ving completely different controls applicable to them.
The recent decision 'not to list' most of the buildings recommended for local heritage listing in
the CBD and Southern residential parts of the city has not helped this situation.

NOT LISTED

LISTED

LISTED

NOT LISTED

NOT LISTED

Whilst some Council areas have quite comprehensive listings, such as Walkerville, and Burnside,
others like NP&StP have parts like St Peters that have comprehensive listings and other parts as
described earlier in this submission that are not. Other Council areas have virtually no heritage
protection.
Perverse outcomes have resulted from development next to unlisted historic buildings being
completely at odds with those buildings because heritage adjacency principles have not
been able to be applied. Mind you some equally unsympathetic buildings have been
permitted next to listed , buildings such as the new 34 storey student apartment building on the
corner of North Terrace and Frome Street next to two two-storey heritage places .
The designation of Historic Conservation Zones has been perverse in some Council areas,
where the zone boundary doesn't follow the original subdivision pattern, but ducks and
weaves around to minimise its extent, or to just capture the listed buildings such as the recent
HCZ's in the south west of the city, rather than a more comprehensive area that may have
non-contributory later buildings within it that has the effect of achieving cohesive new
development amongst listed places. This has resulted in completely unsympathetic boxes
being built amongst single storey cottages.
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5. Any other relevant matter.

I have attached my DPT! submission on the Heritage Reforms which covers on some other
matters beyond the Terms of Reference for this ERDC Parliamentary Inquiry.
Demolition of Local Heritage should be non-complying, as it is in the City of Adelaide, such that
neighbours can appeal against a decision to permit demolition of the local heritage place,
which they bought near or next to, on the basis that the building was listed.

SANDY WILKINSON - CONCLUSION
The overhaul of our State's heritage system creates a great opportunity to make heritage
protection in South Australia an effective and consistent system across the state.
It should not be used as a way of dismantling much of the very sound heritage policies
and protections that have been developed and implemented over many decades.
Rather it should be able to improve the scope and quality of good heritage outcomes for
everyone whilst enabling the considered and measured growth of our population and
changing demographics.

Yours Faithfully

ALEXANDER WILKINSON
B.A(Planning) B.Arch. hons(Conservation)

Director
ALEXANDER WILKINSON DESIGN PTY LTD
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Sandy Wilkinson submission on Heritage Reforms to DPTI which is of relevance to the
ERDC Inquiry on Heritage Reforms for South Australia.
CONTRIBUTION OF HERITAGE TO STATE'S PROSPERITY & EMPLOYMENT
l. One of Adelaide & South Australia's significant points of appeal and advantage

over other cities and states in Australia is our relatively intact stock of historic
character stone houses and commercial buildings, which are the envy of the
eastern states.
2. The building/house renovation market constitutes a larger portion of the state's
GDP than the new home market, however it is comprised mainly of SME's (smallmedium enterprise businesses) who do not generally have the ear of Government.
3. Whilst it is true that one could often build a new house for what it cost to renovate
and add on to an old one, the end result is no comparison.
4. Old turn of the century stone houses such as Adelaide's cottages and villas would
conservatively cost upwards of $5,000/m 2 to build today, due to their quality,
ceiling heights, materials, detailing and workmanship.
I am advised that the late David Cheney' reproduction homes were in the $8$ l 0K/m2.

5. New townhouses, which I design, typically cost $2-2,500/m 2 to build and this is at
the upper end of the residential development spectrum. Project homes typically
cost half that again, only $ l 200-$ l 500/m 2 .
6. Yet the cost of renovating the existing houses is typically $1 000-$ l 500/m 2, which
yields a building that would cost upwards of $5,000/m 2 to build.
7. For a new build; 60-70% of the project cost is materials, (and not necessarily from
SA or even Australia)
8. For a renovation this ratio is reversed such that 60-70% of the dollar-spend, is
employing South Australians, mainly in small businesses.
9. So for every house that is not demolished, and so renovated instead, the
employment generated is doubled.

10. For a heritage restoration the labour content can be >80% and so the employment
generated is nearly tripled.
11 . Conversely for every historic house that is demolished for a new build, the
employment generated is halved.

12. A new house might typically take 6 months to build, compared to 12 months for a
renovation, this is a very good indicator of the amount of employment involved in
these two types of building project.
PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT EQUITY & FAIRNESS

l. The most important thing that Town Planning as a discipline can and should
achieve is to protect that which is good and sought by the community to be
maintained about a given place, town or city. Determining how that place is
subsequently managed and allowed to change follows that.
2. It is absolutely imperative that demolition protection is absolute and that it is not 'on
merit'. Developers and other bidders for any property need to know whether a
building on a site can be demolished or must be retained and incorporated into
any new development when they bid for a property.
It would be profoundly unfair if a purchaser could purchase a property and then
demolish it, having bid against others bidding on a different premise. The proposal
to make demolition 'on merit' would be to open up a proverbial 'can of worms'
and would create massive uncertainty and confusion for property purchasers and
would be profoundly unfair to people who have already purchased next door to a
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Local Heritage or character place, on the basis that the adjacent house cannot be
demolished .
The same goes for Planning Controls generally, and is the reason why any planning
control needs to be applied consistently and fairly so as not to give unfair
advantage to one who goes against or exceeds the planning controls. The
development and valuation industry base land values on what can or cannot be
done with a given piece of land.
This house in Elizabeth Street
Norwood is not listed/protected
from demolition and was recently
marketed as a potential
development site!
A developer client of mine

couldn't believe that it wasn't
heritage listed!
Yet he felt it should be!

CONSISTENCY OF HERITAGE ASSESSMENT/DESIGNATION
13. There is currently inconsistency in heritage/demolition protection for what is
intended to achieve the same objective, ie protection of historic houses/buildings
from demolition.
14. However this is not an indicator that the current situation provides too much
protection, but rather that the existing situation provides intermittent protection to
what most would assume was all listed/protected, as illustrated in this perverse
outcome below.

NOT LISTED

LISTED

LISTED

NOT LISTED

NOT LISTED
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15. This is due to a couple of factors, firstly some Council's, particularly in country
areas, have not implemented heritage protection for political reasons, even after
having had heritage surveys undertaken, secondly (as was the case above)
because some very purist reviewing consultants have decided to 'not
recommend' the listing of buildings, which the public would assume or hope would
be listed and so protected, like the ones above.
16. Even developers expect historic stone houses to be listed and not able to be
demolished.
17. The inconsistency results in once originally identical houses having different rules
applying to them.
18. Currently, as the Local Heritage Criteria are assessed by some very purist heritage
consultants, buildings that are often quite superficially adulterated, through
unsympathetic alterations in the 1960's for example, are not listed. This results in
perverse outcomes, where there may be a street of identical Victorian era houses,
yet one or two of them are then not listed because of such alterations. It needs to
be recognized that such alterations, even if quite severe, such as widening of
original front windows, or even additions in front of the original fac;ade can be
quite readily reversed and usually for significantly less cost than a new building .
Typically heritage consultants who take a purist line are engaged by objecting
property owners to make such a case.
The example on this page shows how one such building was successfully restored,
despite starting out in a condition, which some purists consultants would have not
listed.

lilll~ l il ·~
Compare this house at 345 Halifax Street, Adelaide BEFORE (above) and AFTER (below) which demonstrates how
successfully and readily unsympathetically modfied properties can be restored and therefore why they should be
listed .
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19. Heritage listing should not just protect the perfect original condition houses, and
leave the run down or unsympathetically ones unprotected, as it is the run down
and adulterated historic houses which are the ones which need the heritage
protection the most, from people who cannot or do not appreciate how readily
they can be restored.
20. Incidentally it is these run down historic houses that have the most potential to
generate employment in their renovation .

College Park has consistently had the highest overage real estate value and it is because its stock of historic
character villas are all currently protected a Contributory Items, such that even run down houses like this one can
only be restored, and not demolished .
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21. Structural integrity is rarely irreparable for stone load-bearing buildings in Adelaide.
Currently many Council Development Plans, perhaps at the insistence of Planning
SA (now DPT!), having clauses allowing for the demolition of listed or contributory
places on the basis of them being beyond reasonable structural repair. Such
provisions as this are open to abuse. Typically an engineer is engaged by the
person seeking to demolish on this basis, puts forward arguments that could be
applied to any pre WWII building, which does not have modern concrete footings.
22. Structural repair by way of underpinning and the like, whilst costly are still very
inexpensive compared to the cost of building a whole new house.
23. It is imperative that listing of buildings in an area not only is done consistently
including all buildings of a given era, regardless of superficial alterations or
condition. It is only when such altered or neglected buildings are not listed that
inconsistency comes about, which results in inequitable controls for different
property owners and if these buildings are demolished an ultimately fragmented
streetscape in place of an intact historic streetscape. It is these buildings that need
the heritage protection most as opposed to pristine examples.
24. For reasons of equity and good planning outcomes, the development potential of
unlisted sites in an area or streetscape should achieve consistency in scale and
development potential between listed and unlisted properties. This is a achieved
through such planning tools as requiring matching setback, number of storeys and
setbacks to higher development behind, such that all properties have consistent
development opportunity as opposed to a planning system that gives advantage
to unlisted properties, and as a consequence disadvantages listed property
owners, which gives rise to reasonable objection.
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Grenfell Street offices with tower set back behind historic face/podium and adjacent development
with comparable human scale podium, such that both sites have equal development potential.

25. Breach of the faith, which the Government has with the Community. Because
people have purchased buildings since 1993 on the basis that they are local
heritage listed buildings or contributory buildings in HCZ's and paid good money
for such buildings surrounded by other similarly and listed buildings.
26. It could only be volume home building companies that must be pushing for these
reforms to the local heritage and character areas, because the general public
and developers that I know are not crying out for such reforms.
27. Local Heritage Items and Character items currently on constitute only a fraction of
the developable land in and around Adelaide. In the city of Adelaide, less than
20% of the l 0,000 properties in the city are listed, if all of the unlisted properties in
the city, which should be listed were listed, it would still only amount to 25%. Listed
buildings, which would represent less than 15% of the land area.
28. If the population of SA is taken as l .7m with an average household size of about 2
people per household, the 8000 existing Local Heritage Listed buildings represents
less than 1% of the states' houses, allowing for a relatively small amount of
commercial buildings.
29. The Economic value of these buildings is invaluable to SA's tourism and would be
future resident appeal.
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30. There is ample scope to retain and restore heritage, which creates jobs and
develop behind as I have done with my own property below in Norwood.

The examples on the next pages are projects, which I have done for clients that
illustrate how even the most 'bastardised' buildings can successfully be restored and
how 3-storey development behind retained retained and restored historic
commercial/shop buildings along transport corridors can be viably achieved and
accommodate growth.
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209 Melbourne Street restoration + development transformation
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Implementing a framework document and 'practice direction '

The use of themes ... .. to help answer questions such as 'How many are too many?'
indicates to me that the discussion paper is coming from a Noah's Ark approach
where there is some imperative to keep a lid on the number of properties that
become local heritage items.
A historic suburb is not a boat with limited capacity, if every building in a particular
street is part of the historic makeup of the area, surely it is only fair that all of them
are included.
Over representation is not a problem, it's an indication of a high degree of
intactness, which is surely a positive thing .
What would be a problem is if a Noah's ark approach as being touted is adopted:
How would one choose which select ones are to be protected?
How would it be fair to the owners of the selected few if those unselected around
them are allowed to be redeveloped?
If themes are to be used; they could be used to add understanding for the benefit
of owners to new listing for example:
Theme : original nineteenth century workers cottages
Theme: houses that form part of the original 1905 farm subdivision.
Streamlining our listing process

The listing process is made long-winded currently by two main issues:
Firstly the Minister sitting indefinitely on Heritage DPA's as has occurred in the City of
Adelaide since 2007.
Secondly the ability for some properties to get left off the list if argued strenuously
enough that a building no longer displays .. .. or is so structurally beyond repair etc.
Most people who hear these submissions know these are invariably spurious yet
much time is wasted giving credence to such arguments. What is problematic is
when some identical properties are subsequently not listed whilst others are due to
this process.
A lot of time could be saved by having historic character listing, which is based
simply upon the age of a period building within a context of similar aged period
houses/buildings in a clearly and comprehensively demarked HCZ.
Interim effect is absolutely necessary to stop owners prematurely demolishing,
which would be profoundly unfair to other property owners and subverts the
process and puts buildings into needless jeopardy.
However I agree that better concurrent advice to owners of proposed listing is
imperative.
Owners need to have it clearly explained that, for residential areas, there property
values are likely to actually go up, that they CAN still do a modern addition, even
2-storeys at the back and that if their house perhaps, does not look as original as
others in the street, how readily it could be restored, and how such work would
enhance their property value.
There would be benefit to establishing what can and can 't typically be done for a
given type of property.
It does not need to be done for each and every house, rather for each type of
scenario and special consideration given just to corner properties, which can be
seen from two street frontages .
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Street boundary fences should always be covered, either to protect original
fences, or to ensure appropriate new fences and consistency between original
and new fences.
Commercial property owners should be provided building envelope diagrams that
illustrate how they can build up behind a designated setback behind the historic
fac:;ade of their commercial building.
Improving how we record Local Heritage places

State Heritage, Local Heritage and Historic Character Contributory Items should be
clearly shown on all Development Plan maps as well as on lists/schedules. It is
imperative that this is done thoroughly so that incorrect-mapping is not used as an
excuse to delist and demolish.
Any buildings listed should be considered listed period. The notion of periodic
review is an anathema to heritage, which is for all time and for future generations.
Clarifying the difference between 'Character' and 'Heritage'

Because various instrument of planning and heritage protection have come into
being at varying times since the 1980's there are discrepancies to the terminology
applied.
However, putting the semantics aside, the intention of all of these measures has
been to protect the buildings identified in such areas from demolition.
Buildings should not have to be of Local Heritage significance, ie meet the current
or proposed criteria , to warrant protection from demolition, which is what the
public want and what developers anticipate in any event.
My suggestion is that Historic Conservation Zones be formalised and that Historic
Character buildings within that zone, which is predominated by such buildings, be
identified and afforded protection. As such a zone would afford protection to all
buildings within an HCZ that were built as part of the original subdivision, ie pre 1915
or pre 1940.
That way all properties would receive equal treatment as opposed to the current
situation where some are listed and some are not or some are permitted to be
demolished on the basis of being replaced by a building that is argued to be of
equal or greater contribution, which is missing the point of what is intended for
such zones.
I understand that some Council areas have demolition on merit now. This is where
the problem lies. Demolition of a local heritage item should generally be NonComplying in all Council areas for reasons of certainty, equity and consistency.
Heritage assessment is not like Building Rules Consent and should be continued to
be undertaken by Heritage Consultants/staff employed by Council. It is fine
privately engaged heritage consultants to present arguments on behalf of their
client, but if that consultant were allowed to make the decision, those few
Consultants who have a reputation for saying 'yes' to doing the 'wrong' thing by a
heritage building, will tend to be engaged extensively whilst those more discerning
consultants will not be consulted, period.
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CONCLUSION

The whole review in this Local Heritage discussion paper appears to come from a
premise that heritage is regarded as a handbrake on economic activity, whereas
the converse is true.
For every house or historic building that is not demolished, due to heritage
protection, it will be renovated instead, and while the dollar spend may be about
the same compared to a new build, the amount of employment generated will
ostensibly be doubled .
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